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Business / Research Questions

How easy is it to select the least expensive 
round-trip flights and identify the correct price 
on two comparable airline websites?

Are the upgrade options and/or additional flight 
options adversely affecting users from 
completing the return portion of the round-trip 
while maintaining the same price point as the 
departure?



American Airlines – Flight Search



American Airlines – Select Flight

After selecting the departure flight, a large upsell screen displays



Delta Airlines – Flight Search



Study Specifics

Within-subject, 
Counter-balanced, 

Remote Unmoderated 
Study

Testing Dates: 
August 20 - 21

Average Task Time

AA
3.2 min

Delta 
2.5 min



Participant Demographics

27% 73%

Gender

33%

32%

35%

18 to 34

35 to 54

55+

Age

Frequent Flyers 77%

Preferred Status 26%



Recruitment

• Participants were recruited using a 
panel vendor, OP4G

• Participants were screened for whether 
they had purchased an airline ticket 
online in the past. 

• Have you purchased an airline ticket 
online before?

• Yes – continued with study

• No - disqualified



Metrics

• Completion Rate

• Time on Task

• SUPR-Q



Task Scenario  

• Book a round trip flight on American Airlines 
• For one person 

• Depart on September 8 and return on September 12, 2014 

• Starting at Dallas DFW airport flying to Atlanta ATL airport 

• Choose the least expensive ticket 

• Continue to the next step of the process. Once you have the total 
cost of your flight then click on the UserZoom "I'm Done" button.



Key Takeaways

• Delta Airlines time on task was more efficient 
(significant shorter time) and participants rated 
them higher for usability (not significant)

• However, slightly more participants perceived 
that they had completed the task successfully 
on the Delta website.

• Disaster rates on Delta were 37% vs. 32% on 
American.

• Both sites showed that half of the people who 
failed were highly confident (rated confidence 7 
on a scale of 1 to 7).



PERFORMANCE



Task Completion (McNemar Exact Test)

36% 29%
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Task completion was defined as correctly selecting the least 
expensive flight and correctly reporting the cost.

p = .375



Task Completion (2 Proportion Test)

p = .38563

American
Airlines

Delta
Airlines

Alternative test for Task Completion comparing proportions (between-
subject) instead of coded responses (within-subject)
• Similar but slightly more conservative results 



Time on Task (Paired-t Test)

S

p =0.010243355



Completion and Confidence

36% 29%
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PERCEPTIONS 



Comparative SUPR-Q (Paired-t Test)

No items statistically significant

Industry 
Standard



CONCLUSION



What did we learn?  Next steps?

Key Insights

- Statistically lower time on task on Delta

- Marginally higher usability rating

- Slightly higher disaster rates on Delta site

We might infer that the Delta ‘Choose flights’ page is more usable than the 
American Airlines page.

However, more participants on the Delta site reported the incorrect price -
yet were confident they were correct.  Do users think the efficiency of use 
means better usability and accuracy?

Previous data from eye tracking studies on the American Airlines ‘Choose 
flights’ page shows participants scan the page and have trouble finding the 
area of the page below the fold to choose a return flight.

Recommendation: test a new page redesign for the bundled/upsell module to 
help more users succeed at purchasing their desired flight on American. 


